The IPU Programme on Countering Terrorism and Violent Extremism:
Launch of the IPU Tools for Parliamentarians
179 Member Parliaments
13 Associate Members
46,000 Parliamentarians

A tool for outreach and visibility
User Friendliness

Keeping the design objectives in mind, an easy to use, user friendly platform for all kind of users with best interactivity.

Scalable Distributed System

Easily scalable system to support substantial concurrent user connections. Additional features in future can be added with ease.

Rock Solid Security

We will implement a proactive security strategy to secure the data and protect the application from unauthorized access and fraud.

Interactive Map for Parliamentarians

Attractive User Interface

Interactive UI elements with fonts, colors, icons, theme and all other elements shall be presented simply and inline with the branding guidelines of IPU.

Multi-Language Support

Supports multiple languages with international application accessibility.
Interactive Map for Parliamentarians
The Global Parliamentary Network and the Interactive Map

Simple and efficient tools

• Access to information in a more effective way
• Supporting national parliamentary communities
• Fostering cooperation on counter-terrorism
• Improving the exchange of legal frameworks on counter-terrorism
Interactive Map

- Access to the international database on counter-terrorism legislation
- Providing information on the counter-terrorism committee of each parliament
- Access to the legal frameworks of each country
- Accessing upcoming events, documents, news, articles, and more!

Access to the database in one click

https://counter-terrorism-ipu.org/
Click on a country to find the information
National Legislation on CT/VE

There is no specific counter-terrorism and violent extremism legislation. Provision in these areas are included in a variety of statutes including:

- Aeronautics Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. A-2); and
- Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-23);
- Communications Security Establishment Act (S.C. 2019, c. 13, s. 76);
- Criminal Code (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46) (Part II.1 of the Criminal Code);
- Immigration and Refugee Protection Act ((S.C. 2001, c. 27);
- Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (S.C. 2000, c. 17);
- Secure Air Travel Act (S.C. 2015, c. 20, s. 11).
- Security of Information Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. O-5);
- Security Offences Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. S-7);
Agreements Signed with UN

- Inter-American Convention against Terrorism, Bridgetown, 03 June 2002 (In force: 2003)
- Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government of Japan constituting an agreement allowing the Government of Japan to contribute logistic support, supplies and services to the armed forces of Canada (In force: 2003)

Work with NGOs and/or CSOs

Canada, through the Canada Centre for Community Engagement and Prevention of Violence, works with a variety of organizations in order to help counter radicalization to violence, for example:

- Furthering Our Communities by Uniting Services (FOCUS) Toronto is led by the Toronto Police Service, City of Toronto, and United Way Toronto and York Region, and partners with local agencies to assess the needs of individuals experiencing acute health or social problems that require a multi-disciplinary intervention. FOCUS is building capacity to add radicalization to violence to the range of issues addressed.
- Ottawa Multiagency Early Risk Intervention Tables (MERIT) is a collaborative intervention program supported by the Ottawa Police Service, local agencies, and service partners that aims to reduce crime and victimization and to improve community resilience and well-being. MERIT is building capacity to address cases of individuals...
Work with NGOs and/or CSOs

Canada, through the Canada Centre for Community Engagement and Prevention of Violence, works with a variety of organizations in order to help counter radicalization to violence, for example:

- Focusing on Communities by Uniting Services (FOCUS) Toronto is led by the Toronto Police Service, City of Toronto, and United Way Toronto and York Region, and partners with local agencies to assess the needs of individuals experiencing acute health or social problems that require a multi-disciplinary intervention. FOCUS is building capacity to add radicalization to violence to the range of issues addressed.
- Ottawa Multiagency Early Risk Intervention Team (MERIT) is a collaborative intervention program supported by the Ottawa Police Service, local agencies, and service partners that aims to reduce crime and victimization and to improve community resilience and well-being. MERIT is building capacity to address cases of individuals radicalizing to violence.
- Edmonton Resiliency Project is a collaborative approach to prevention and intervention that draws on trusted community and organizational relationships to prevent violent extremism. Engagement, education, and online and offline intervention are delivered by the Edmonton Police Service, City of Edmonton, and Organization for the Prevention of Violence.
- Calgary Re-Direct is a partnership between the City of Calgary, Community and Neighbourhood Services, the Calgary Police Service, and other professional partners that uses a multidisciplinary approach to intervention with youth and young adults who are vulnerable to radicalization to violence.

In the Province of Quebec, the Centre for the Prevention of Radicalization Leading to Violence (CPRLV), aims to:

“Prevent radicalization leading to violence and hate-motivated behaviours by educating, mobilizing and supporting the people of Montreal and Quebec in a community-based approach that is deployed in order to take pre-emptive action, oriented towards accessibility for all, in collaboration with partners from all backgrounds and rooted in both scientific and practical expertise.”

Conferences Hosted

- While holding the 67 Presidency in 2018, Canada hosted the Leaders Summit in Charlevoix, Quebec, as well as a meeting of the Foreign Affairs and Security Ministers of the 67 countries in Toronto, Ontario.

Other Information
Treaties Database

- Countries involved
- Treaty full name
- Regions
- Status of adherence
- Treaty type
- Topics

Treaties

Status

Search treaties

Additional criteria:
- Countries involved: Canada
- Topics: Terrorism

Found 14 entries (14 party, 0 non-party signatory)

Canada

- Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (2005)
  - Signature:  
  - Latest status: Ratified on 03 Dec 2013

  (Nuclear Terrorism Convention)
  - Signature: 14 Sep 2005
  - Latest status: Ratified on 21 Nov 2013

  (Terrorist Financing Convention)
Proposal for Response to RFP

Mobile App for Parliamentarians

Dated: 17th January, 2020
Mobile Application for Parliamentarians

Increasing interconnectivity and unifying global efforts in counter-terrorism

A tool for outreach and visibility
Mobile Application

Interconnectivity in one click

- Allowing parliamentarians to stay connected wherever they are.

- Enhancing communication between parliamentarians through video conference and chat features

- Providing first-hand information about counter-terrorism in one, easy-to-use platform

- Access to upcoming events, documents, news, articles and more…
App User Features

Registration/Login
- Email Registration
- Login for registered users

Multilingual support
- Switch language
  - EN & FR initially

Articles/News
- News on latest projects and activities

Events/Meetings
- View upcoming meetings/event details

Documents
- Search, view & download documents from database

Push Notifications
- Push notifications for reminders and messages

FAQ
- View the commonly asked questions

User Access Restriction
- Only authorized users can access specific content and documents
How to log in

https://mp-counter-terrorism-ipu.org/

About IPU

The IPU is the global organization of national parliaments. The IPU is the global organization of national parliaments.

What began in 1889 as a small group of parliamentarians, dedicated to promoting peace through parliamentary diplomacy and dialogue, has since grown into a truly global organization of national parliaments. Today, our membership inches ever closer to being universal, with 179 Member Parliaments, 13 Associate Members, and increasing numbers of parliamentarians from all over the world involved in our work.
Counter-Terrorism Programme

About IPU
HLAG Users
Global Parliamentary Network
International Legislations (SHERLOC)
UNODC & UNOCT
Inter Parliamentary Union

Logout

HLAG Users

Composition of the HLAG:
The IPU High-Level Advisory Group on Countering Terrorism and Violent Extremism was established in 2017 to serve as the global focal point for parliamentary activities related to counter-terrorism efforts.

The Group is composed of members of parliament who have specific relevant knowledge and experience. It usually meets twice a year in camera during IPU Assemblies, although additional meetings may be held outside the Assemblies. It is a subsidiary body of the Governing Council, to which it reports.

Members

Terms of reference:
The Group guides the work of the Joint Programme on Countering Terrorism and Violent Extremism of the IPU.

International Legislations (SHERLOC)
The SHERLOC portal is an initiative to facilitate the dissemination of information regarding the implementation of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, the three Protocols thereto and the international legal framework against terrorism.

Case Law Database
A comprehensive case law database that allows you to see how Member States are tackling cases related to organized crime and terrorism in their courts.

Database of Legislation
An electronic repository of laws relevant to the requirements of the Organized Crime Convention, the Protocols thereto and the international legal framework against terrorism. Most of the legislation included in this database has been enacted specifically to counter the relevant crime type.
Thank you!